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Given a finite subset E of a vector space of dimension 4, the number of 
k-independent subsets of E will be denoted by I,. We prove that 
kZ;>(k+l)I _ I k I k + I + Ik _ i Ik. The equality holds if and only if all 4-subsets of E 
are independent. We prove this relation for matroids of rank 4. In particular we 
prove Mason’s conjecture on the independence numbers of a matroid for k = 3. 
c 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We use the notations and terminology of Welsh [7]. 
Let M be a matroid. The set of independent k-sets will be denoted by Yk 
and I&( by Ik. 
The following conjectures are well known. 
Conjecture 1.1 (Welsh [7]). The sequence (Ik) is unimodal. 
Conjecture 1.2 (Mason [ 31). Ii b I, + 1 Ik _ 1. 
Conjecture 1.3 (Mason [3]). k(n-k)Ic>(k+ l)(n-k+ 1)1,+,1,-,, 
where n is the number of elements of A4. 
Conjecture 1.2 is implied by Dowling’s partition conjecture [ 1 ] and by 
a property suggested by Stanley [6]. It is proved for k < 7 by Dowling [ 11. 
Seymour proved Conjecture 1.3 for matroids without a circuit C such that 
3<lC)<k-1 [4]. 
We propose the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1.4. 
kI;>(k+ l)Ik-,IIk+,+Ik-Jk. 
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Conjecture 1.4 implies Conjecture 1.3 with a strict inequality unless every 
(k + 1 j-subset is independent. This follows immediately from the obvious 
inequality (k + 1 )Zk + 1 , < (n - k) Zk which is strict unless every (k + 1 )-subset 
is independent. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINAIRIES 
Let G be a graph and let x be a vertex of G. The set of vertices adjacent 
to x will be denoted by Z(X). The degree of x will be denoted by d(x). All 
graphs considered are assumed to be without loops or multiple edges. 
Let G = (V, W, E) be a bipartite graph without isolated vertices and let 
XE Vu W. We define 
&A-4 = c (d(y))-‘. J E f-(.u) 
LEMMA 2.1 (Seymour [5]). 
Proof: 
c w= c c (d(y))-‘= c 1 MY))-‘= I WI. I XE v XE vyEr(x) v E w x E z-f J) 
This lemma is stated by Seymour [S] in a particular case. 
Let M be a matroid and let 
E= ((X, Y> 1 XE&~, YE&andXc Y>. 
The bipartite graph (9,-, _ 1, yk; E) will be denoted by G,(M). We will write 
Z, (resp. 13,) for ZGk (resp. e,,). The reference to A4 will be implicit in 
general. For A c E(M), the matroid obtained by restriction to A (resp. 
contracting A) will be denoted by M[A] (resp. M/A). 
We see easily that e,(X) = d(X)/k, for every XE 9, ~ 1. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Seymour [S]). Let G = (V, W; E) be a bipartite graph such 
that for every Y c W 1 r( Y)l I WI > I YI ) VI. Then there is a mapping 
f: V x W -+ N such that f (x, y) = 0 for any two non-adjacent vertices x and 
y and for each y E W, C.y E v f (x, y) = 1 VI and for each x E V, 
C.“E wfk Y) = I wt. 
This lemma is an easy generalization of the exercise in Seymour [S, 
p. 20, (2.4)]. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let M be a matroid and let k be an integer, 
1 < k < r(M) - 1. Let (X, Y) E S$ _, x 9j be an edge of Gk. Then kOk( X) > 
(k + 1) Ok + 1 (Y) + 1. Moreover the inequality is strict for at least one pair 
unless the matroid contains no circuit of order less than k + 2. 
Proof: Let (b} = Y-X. For every ZERO+ i( Y), let f(Z) = Z- (b). 
The mapping f is clearly an injection from rk+ i(Y) to T,(X) - { Y}. There- 
fore dk+1(Y)6dk(X)- 1. 
Since O,(X) = d( X)/k and 13~ + 1 ( Y) = d( Y)/( k + 1) we have kOk( X) > 
(k+ mc+,m+ 1. 
Suppose that there is a circuit C of M with cardinality less than k + 2. 
Let B be a basis such that IB n Cl = 1 Cl - 1. Let Y be a k-subset of B such 
that lYnCI=ICI-1 and X=Y-b, where bECnY. Let CEC-Y. It is 
clear that Xv (c} E T,(X) -f(rk+ 1( Y)). u 
3. A STRONG PROPERTY 
Let A4 be a matroid such that E(M) = A u B, where A E -a;k _ i and B E & 
and A n B = @. The complement of X will be denoted by 1. 
We take $,-i = {XE&-~ I XE$,~} and 2k= (XE~~ I XE~~-~>. 
The subgraph of G,(M) induced on yk _ 1 u $,k will be denoted by 
H,(M). It is clear that I&ll = Ixkl. We deline zA,B= {(S, T)E~~-~ ~9,~ I 
SuT=AUBandSnT=AnB). 
It is clear that (nX,Y I (X, Y)E&~ ~9~1 is a partition of &PI xyk. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (A, B)E& 1 x &, and let 9 and X be two subsets of 
J$-~ and 9j, respectively. Let F=AuB. Then 71,,Bn(PXX)=TCA,BA 
( PF x SF), where 9fF = 9 n 9k _ 1 (MCI;]) and !&= !Z n yk(M[F]). 
This lemma is obvious. 
We introduce some notations. Let 55 be a set of subsets of E and Cc E, 
SF= (XEZ 1 ccx) 
CiY-C=(X-C/XEX) 
9”+C={XuC/XE9-). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (A, B) E J$- 1 x 9j and let X be a subset of 9k and 
C=AnB. Let M’=iW/C. Then rgl(Xc - C) + C c I’,(%), where 
k’=k- ICI. 
This lemma is obvious. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M be a matroid such that H,(N) has a perfect 
matching for every j 6 k and every minor N of M with order 2j - 1. Then for 
any fi? c A, 4 I&CU 2 L 1 ISI. 
Proof. We shall prove the stronger property 
for all (A, B) E 9j _ I x 3k. 
Suppose the contrary. We may assume that k is minimal such that there 
is a matroid M verifying the conditions of the proposition and 
(A,B)E=&-~xY~ such that 171~E~(~~_,x~)l>171ABn(Tk(~)x~,)l. 
We shall also choose I E( M)I minimal. Take F= A u b, C = A n B, and 
M’ = M/C. We prove the following. 
(1) E(M) = F. Lemma 3.1 shows that M[F] is also a counterexam- 
ple. Therefore E(M) = A u B, by the minimality of the order of M. 
(2) C = @. Suppose the contrary. Let A’ = A - C, B’ = B- C, 
k’ = k - I Cl, and %’ = Xc - C. Since H,JM’) has a matching and k’ < k 
17cA,,Bt n (9;,- l x .!T’)l < (7rAt,Bt n (&(S?) x lab,)/. 
It follows that 
lT4Y n(d&, x%‘)+(C, C)l < 171A,,B’n(T;,(~‘)x~;l,)+ (C, C)l. 
Therefore using Lemma 3.2, 
But nA,B n ((&- 1 + c) x %‘) = 7tA,B n (&,(M) x 57). Let (X, Y) E 
7tA,Bn (yk- ,(M) xX). Then Xn Y= C. Hence YE%=. It follows that 
(X-C, Y-C)E~~,-~(M’)XJE’ 
bA,B n 6% d”) ’ %)I d bA,B n (&tz) x h)i, a contradiction. 
c3) Now bAJ3 n(&, xX)l= l%njJ and 
bA,B n trktT) ’ &)I = Ir/ctx) n c.$- II* 
But it is easy to check that T,(X) n yk- i = r,(X n yk) n yk- 1. The exist- 
ence of a matching in H,(M) shows that 1rJ.X n J$) n yk- 1 I 2 IX n fkl. It 
follows that 
bA,B n 6% 1 ’ %)I d bA,B n &c(~) x ?d, a contradiction. 1 
There are graphic matroids M such that H,(M) has no matching. The 
following example due to M. Las Vergnas improves our previous one. 
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EXAMPLE (Las Vergnas). Let G be a graph with edge set { 12, 13, 14, 15, 
23, 24, 25). H,(@(G)) has no perfect matching. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M be a matroid such that Hj(N) has a perfect 
matching for every j < k and every minor N of M with order 2j - 1. Then 
kI:>I,-,I,+(k+ l)Ik-lIk+I. Moreover the inequality is strict unless 
every (k + 1 )-set is independent. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 3.3, for any %c&, Ik Ir,(.%)l 2 Ike 1 (XI. By 
Lemma 2.2, there is a mapping f: 9jk _ 1 x yk + N such that f(X, Y) = 0 if X 
is not contained in Y, xx f(X, Y) = Ik _ 1, and C y f(X, Y) = Ik. Using 
Lemma 2.3, we obtain 
kf(X ww7 b (k+ l)f(X w?k+ A Y) +fK Y) (1) 
Therefore 
kC Cflx Y) buD(k+l)C Cf(x Y) ek+,(y)+CCf(X, Y). .(, ’ ) yL 4 XY 
By Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
kI:3(k+l)I,-,I,,,+I,-,I,. 
If A4 contains a circuit of order <k + 1, Lemma 2.3 shows that (1) is 
strict for a least one pair. H 
4. A SPECIAL CASE 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a matroid such that E(M) is the disjoint union of 
a k-independent set and a (k - 1 )-independent set. Then H,(M) has a perfect 
matching if and only if for every % c Yk _ 1 
IfYErgr)l PEY,i-1-X}lb I{XEX 1 XE4;k-r&x))I. 
Proof By Hall’s condition, there is a perfect matching if and only if for 
every XC&,, 
I{ YEr,(x)l PE&1-%}1+ I(YEr&q PEX}l 
3 l(XE% 1 XEJ+r&x))l+ &YE% 1 XEIyX))l. 
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LEMMA 4.2. Let M be a matroid such that E(M) is the disjoint union of 
a k-independent set and a (k- 1)Gndependent set. Suppose that there is an 
element a of A4 contained in all k-independent sets. Then H,(M) has a 
perfect matching. 
Proof Let X be an element of fk _ 1(M). Then a E x. It is easy to see 
that XU { a} is a k-independent set containing X. Moreover XU (a} = 
x-a. Hence XUJ {a> E J$(M). It follows that {(X, XUJ {a}); XE yk- ,(M)} 
is a perfect matching. B 
LEMMA 4.3. Let M be a matroid such that E(M) is the disjoint union of 
a k-independent set and a (k - 1 )-independent set. Suppose that 2 <k < 3. 
Then H,(M) has a perfect matching. 
Proof If k = 2 then the matroid is of order 3. If every 2-set is independ- 
ent, the perfect matching is obvious. Otherwise there is an element con- 
tained in all 2-independent sets. The matching exists by Lemma 4.2. 
Suppose the result false for k = 3. The matroid is of order 5. There is no 
element contained in all 3-independent sets, by Lemma 4.2. Therefore every 
2-independent set is contained in at least two distinct 3-independent sets. 
Take Xi = (YE&(X) 1 r~&~--%“} and X2= (XEX 1 %G~~-&(X)}. 
The non-existence of a perfect matching and Lemma 4.1 show that 
1X1 1 < 19?1. Consider the bipartite graph R defined on Xi UJX, by inclusion. 
We have seen that every XE X2 is contained in two 3-independent sets 
XU (a} and XUJ{b). Suppose that XUJ (a} #Xi. Then I--a EX. It follows 
that jjt~ r,(X), contradicting the definition of X2. Hence d(X) 2 2 in R. An 
easy argument shows that .!Fi contains at least two vertices of degree 3. The 
neighbourhood of these sets contains two disjoint sets U, VE X2. Now 
U c i? Hence FE T,(X), contradicting the definition of 9$. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let A4 be a matroid and k be an integer 6 3. Then 
kI:>1,-,I,+(k+ l)I,-,I,+,. Moreover the inequality is strict unless 
every (k + 1 )-set is independent. 
Proof This is an easy application of Proposition 3.4 and 
Lemma 4.3. l 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let A4 be a matroid of order n. Then Ii > 
(4(n - 2)/3(n - 3))1,1,. A4 oreover the inequality is strict unless the matroid 
contains no circuit of order < 4. 
The proof results from the remark given after Conjecture 1.4. 
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